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Celebrating
Koerner Hall
At the heart of the TELUS Centre
for Performance and Learning,
Koerner Hall will provide an
unprecedented integration
of arts education 
and performance.



DEAR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS,

The Royal Conservatory has a proud history of providing music and
arts education to millions of Canadians in virtually every community 
in the country for almost 123 years.

On September 25th 2009, The Royal Conservatory will open the magnificent
Michael and Sonja Koerner Hall to the public and will begin a new 
chapter in the concert life of Toronto and Canada. This opening will mark 
the conclusion of a five-year planning and construction process which 
has produced one of the great facilities in the world for performance 
and education. The facility will increase substantially the ability of the
Conservatory to advance the creative capacity of millions of Canadians. 

While our campaign to secure the funds that were required to complete 
the building continues, we have also expanded the range and quality of 
our programs and continue to press ahead as an organization in achieving
our mission to develop human potential through the arts. 

None of what has been achieved thus far could have happened without 
the dedicated and ongoing support of donors. We are united by an
aspiration we share for our society and our world. It is an aspiration in
which the possibility exists for all people to achieve their full potential, 
to feel that their lives have purpose and meaning, and to feel that they 
have an individual identity while also belonging to a larger community 
of people. Providing all Canadians with the means for self expression 
and personal development through the arts is the fundamental key to
attaining these national dreams. 

In September, The Royal Conservatory begins an extraordinary new chapter 
in its distinguished history. Anchored in a strong base for its operations, 
the Conservatory will be a vigorous and formidable driving force for the
advancement of the most powerful means at our disposal for positive social
transformation – the arts.

I extend my personal and heartfelt thanks to all of you for helping us 
to reach this historic milestone.

DR. PETER SIMON
President, The Royal Conservatory
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With just one visit to the Conservatory you can easily see 
that the act of learning is truly cyclical from parents taking
their children to Toddler Moves to students of the Young 
Artists Performance Academy to senior citizens taking a creative
writing class. There are unlimited learning opportunities for 
all ages, abilities and interests.

THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY SCHOOL – 
MUSIC FOR THE PUBLIC IN THE HEART OF TORONTO

The Royal Conservatory School (RCS) is a North American leader in non-vocational,
community music instruction, offering the widest range of programs of any music
school on the continent. The RCS serves students of all ages residing in the Greater
Toronto Area.

This past year, more than 6,000 students took part in world-leading programs 
at our new home at the TELUS Centre for Performance and Learning and a growing
number of satellite locations. 

The ability to deliver high caliber music instruction to the public requires a team 
of gifted teachers and staff, as well as financial resources. We at the RCS offer our
sincere gratitude to all of you who have donated to our general operating fund,
bursary fund, scholarship funds and special projects.

• FIND OUT MORE about contributing to learning and education at The Royal
Conservatory, or about sponsoring a student. Please contact our Senior
Development Officer, Jong Foo, at jong.foo@rcmusic.ca or 416.408.2824 x474.

LEARNING THROUGH THE ARTS

Teachers in over 400 schools across
Canada are using a unique methodology 
of teaching school curriculum, which 
was created by the RCM. 

Learning Through the Arts™ (LTTA), 
the groundbreaking program from The
Royal Conservatory, has become the most
extensive arts-based school initiative in 
the world. LTTA brings specially-trained
artists into schools who, in partnership
with great teachers, create lessons that
make learning core curriculum exciting 
and relevant. For example, students 
are learning math through dance, history
through storytelling and science through
visual art. 

Learning Through the Arts is not just
another arts in-school program. It’s about
a whole new way of teaching every 
subject in school and it is having a positive
impact on students across the country. 

The benefits of LTTA have been quantified
through 28 academic research studies. 
The largest, a 2002 study by Queen’s
University, involved 6,000 students across
the country. LTTA students scored eleven
percentile points higher in math tests than
other students. Literacy scores improved;
incidents of violence declined; and LTTA
students reported being three times as
happy to attend school as others.

This program could never have been
developed and expanded to the extent
that it has, without the financial support 
of generous individual, corporate and
foundation donors. WE SINCERELY
THANK YOU.

The Royal Conservatory is committed to fostering a culture 
of creativity where the benefits that come from participating
in music and the arts are accessible to everyone. 
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LTTA STUDENT ENGAGED IN ACTIVE LEARNING

CREATIVITY BEING DEVELOPED



building national dreams
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MESSAGE FROM CAMPAIGN CHAIRS ELIZABETH & TONY COMPER

The Conservatory has undergone a renaissance. By building a new home and
concert hall, strengthening our traditional music programs, investing in technology,
and creating new forms of music and arts education, we are providing tens of
thousands of Canadians with access to creative activity for the first time. 

We have been touched personally by the Conservatory and believe it is one of the
most important cultural institutions in Canada. This is why we have been inspired
to help.  As Chairs of the Building National Dreams Campaign, we have recruited
close to 60 accomplished leaders to join the campaign cabinet with the goal of
raising $50 million. These funds will further develop and modernize The Royal
Conservatory’s infrastructure as well as grow its programs, to effectively double 
its reach to one million individuals. 

To understand the magnitude of the Conservatory’s magnificent transformation, 
we encourage you to come and see for yourself. There will be many opportunities 
to experience the Conservatory – whether you attend a concert in our new 
state of the art performance venue, Koerner Hall, take music lessons or participate
in a Master Class watching renowned artists teach Canada’s most promising 
future musicians. 

This new building and its programs would not be possible without the generosity 
of our donors. We thank each of you for your support. We would also like to
encourage those who have not yet had an opportunity to participate in the
Campaign to learn more about the impact the Conservatory has across our country
and how you can be involved.  

Please contact Megan Campbell at megan.campbell@rcmusic.ca or 416.408.2824
x463 for more information about the Campaign. It is an exciting and momentous
time not only for the Conservatory but also for the arts in Canada. We welcome
your involvement.

ELIZABETH AND TONY COMPER
Co-Chairs

The Royal Conservatory’s $50 million Campaign is about more than enhancing our new 
building and its programs. It is about developing human potential. Your support will help us
complete our concert hall and learning spaces, launch our Institute for Creativity, Health and
Social Change, or support our acclaimed educational initiative, Learning Through the Arts. 
To become a part of the Campaign please contact us at 416.408.2824 x463.

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY
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Henry Hung’s connection with 
The Royal Conservatory began 
over 9 years ago, when Peter
Simon, President of The Royal
Conservatory, asked him to join the
building committee. As President 
of the Shiu Pong Group in Canada,
a company responsible for many 
of the real-estate developments
across the city, Henry was an
obvious choice to help the
Conservatory as it embarked on its
restoration and expansion project. 

Over the years, Henry has become
increasingly involved with the
Conservatory, joining the Board 
of Directors and assisting with
fundraising efforts. Not only has
Henry been a dedicated volunteer,
but he, along with his family, has
also been a generous supporter.
Among his family’s many
donations, the most significant
contribution has been to the TELUS
Centre for Performance and
Learning. If you ask him why he
decided to make this gift, Henry
notes the importance of the
Conservatory in Canada and that it
needed to be invigorated. He also
cites the incredible transformation
the organization has undergone
under the leadership of Peter
Simon and that everyone can be
proud of the Conservatory’s new
home. Henry humbly says that “he
just wanted to do his part to help.” 

In recognition of the Hung’s
generosity, Henry was offered the
opportunity to name the floating
glass meeting room located in the
new performance venue Koerner
Hall. Since this gift was made,
Henry’s father, Dr. Hin Shiu Hung
passed away. To honour his father’s
memory Henry decided to name
the beautiful meeting space
“Conference Room, In memory 
Dr. Hin Shiu Hung.” 

Dr. Hung was ardent about
education and received an
honorary doctorate from Baptist
University in Hong Kong in 1993.
What a fitting way to honour 
a man so passionate about
education – to name a space in 
an institution whose mission is 
to “To develop human potential
through leadership in music and
arts education.”

HONOURING A FATHER’S LIFE

THE CAMPAIGN CABINET

ELIZABETH AND TONY COMPER, 
CO-CHAIRS

GEORGES BROTMAN

SUSAN QUIGLEY AND WILL IAM BUTT

ANDREA AND ROBERT CHISHOLM

MARY AND TIM EL IA

DR. SHARYN SALSBERG EZRIN 
AND HERSHELL EZRIN

YVONNE AND DAVID FLECK

LINDA BRENNAN AND MICHAEL FOULKES

EMIL IA AND BARRY GILMOUR

SUSAN DOHERTY AND HAL HANNAFORD

DR. MARTA WITER 
AND IAN IHNATOWYCZ

AMY SKY AND MARC JORDAN

BARBARA AND PATRICK KEENAN

FLORENCE MINZ 

DENICE KLEIN

SUSAN KOLOLIAN

STANLEY KWOK

JOHN MACFARLANE

RANDI  AND DR. MICHAEL MARRUS

MELISSA MARTIN AND JOE NATALE

WANDA HO AND THOMAS PLADSEN

MARY JEAN AND FRANK POTTER

DR. NEVILLE POY

ARLENE PERLY RAE 
AND THE HON. BOB RAE

NADA RIST ICH

JANET ROSS AND W. IAIN SCOTT

LYNNE AND SIMON SCOTT

CHRISTINE SHARP AND KEVIN SHEA

JANET AND NORMAN SHINER

LINDA INTASCHI  AND DAVID S ILCOX

DIANNE WERNER 
AND DR. PETER S IMON

BERNADETTE STANTON-MEIJER 
AND KEVIN STANTON

SUSAN ZORZI  AND NEIL  TAIT
HENRY’S FATHER, DR. HIN SHIU HUNG

STUDENTS LEARNING AT THE 
TELUS CENTRE FOR PERFORMANCE
AND LEARNING





Expected to be one of Canada’s finest
recital halls, this 1,135 seat, acoustically
superb facility will give Conservatory
students and supporters access to the
world’s greatest artists from every sphere
and genre. 

All areas of the Conservatory will benefit
from the new space which will be used 
by The Royal Conservatory Orchestra, 
Glenn Gould School and RCM Royal
Conservatory School faculty, as well 
as for the Conservatory’s gala events,
rehearsals and classes.

The opening of Koerner Hall is a once 
in a lifetime event that would not have
been possible without the generosity 
of two of Canada’s most respected and
ardent supporters of the arts, Michael 
and Sonja Koerner.

The Koerners’ philanthropy and volunteerism
is well known in cultural, educational and
health circles. Sonja has been chair of 
the Ontario Arts Council, vice-chair of
Sunnybrook Hospital, and a governor of the
Shaw Festival. Michael has been a trustee of
the Art Gallery of Ontario, serves on the

Ontario Arts Foundation and is a life
member of the Corporation, the governing
body of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, his alma mater.

Recently they were founding “Luminaries”
for Luminato and have donated to countless
individuals, organizations and festivals.
Michael chaired the Transformation AGO
Campaign, and in 2006 was awarded 
the prestigious Edmund C. Bovey Award, 
a unique national award that recognizes 
an individual from the business community
who has contributed leadership, time,
money and expertise over many years 
to benefit the arts. 

The Koerners’ generosity to The Royal
Conservatory has been extensive. Their
multi-million dollar gift is supporting the
building of the concert hall; helping the
Conservatory to operate the hall in the
inaugural year; and will also support the
couple’s interest in creating a chair in cello
performance. The Koerners also donated 
a beautiful antique instrument collection
that will be displayed in the hall and will 
be available for performances. As a tribute

to this tremendous beneficence, the concert
hall was named in their honour. 

The Koerners have helped to spark a
metamorphosis for The Royal Conservatory,
allowing the institution to develop an
outstanding performance division that 
will be on par with the best in the world.
We thank them for their transformative 
gift and hope that all our supporters will 
be able to come and visit this new venue 
that forms the heart of our focus on
performance and learning.

seat sale
BECOME A PERMANENT PART OF THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY

It’s not too late to name a seat in the beautiful, new Koerner Hall. 
Why not recognize a friend or family member by naming a seat?

Seats are priced at $2,500, $5,000 and $10,000, depending on their location in the
hall, and your gift is fully tax-deductible*. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, please
contact Brian Quinn at 416.408.2824 x457 or brian.quinn@rcmusic.ca.

*A tax receipt for the full amount of your donation will be
issued. The benefits and privileges for each level of giving
have been kept within the maximum allowable, as defined by
the Canada Revenue Agency in order to allow for a full tax
receipt. Charitable Registration Number 107935413 RR0001. 

celebrating Koerner Hall
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SEPTEMBER 25, 2009 marks an eagerly anticipated and historic moment for The Royal Conservatory, when the doors
officially open on the magnificent Michael and Sonja Koerner Hall. At the heart of the TELUS Centre for Performance 
and Learning, the hall will provide an unprecedented integration of arts education and performance.

KOERNER HALL UNDER CONSTRUCTION AND THE ARCHITECT’S RENDERING OF THE FINISHED HALL. (Illustration by KPMB Architects/Norm Li & Q Studio)

MICHAEL AND SONJA KOERNER



the inaugural season
THE RCM PRESENTS MORE THAN 70 PERFORMANCES IN THE 09.10 SEASON 

Mervon Mehta, Executive Director of RCM Performing Arts, has assembled an impressive lineup
of artists who will grace the KOERNER HALL stage during the inaugural 2009-2010 season. 

Under Mr. Mehta’s direction, the first season of
performances in Koerner Hall includes international
stars from the worlds of classical, jazz, pop and world
music. Mehta notes, “What they all have in common
is their high quality. These artists will reveal Koerner
Hall’s amazing acoustics while also reflecting The
Royal Conservatory’s commitment to the world’s
finest performing artists.” 

Many artists and ensembles are making their Toronto
or Canadian debut in Koerner Hall, from New York City
R&B a cappella group Naturally 7, to the venerable
Venezuelan Brass Ensemble, and from Berlin’s big
band ensemble Max Raabe and the Palast Orchestre,
to the extraordinary Gypsy fiddler Roby Lakatos. 

Each concert evening promises to be a memorable
experience. Mr. Mehta will host Intermission Chats

with many performers, and ticket holders are invited to enjoy a cocktail, socialize,
and hear more wonderful music at more than 20 Postlude Performances in the new
Conservatory Theatre. 

The Royal Conservatory is unique in its role as the foremost institution presenting
top-quality performance and education opportunities in one location. Performance
and learning merge once again with the 12 Glenn Gould School Faculty Series
concerts and eight concerts by ensembles of The Glenn Gould School. In addition,
more than 60 public Master Classes offer a chance to learn more about the music.

The Royal Conservatory at the TELUS Centre for Performance and Learning is poised
to become Toronto’s finest new performance and event venue, as well the cultural
heart of the city.

• MORE INFORMATION about the 2009-2010 Concert Season is available online 
at www.rcmusic.ca.

• FOR TICKETS: visit The Weston Family Box Office at The Royal Conservatory, 
273 Bloor Street West, Toronto, call 416.408.0208 or visit www.rcmusic.ca.

Our Facilities Rental team will help you plan your meeting, corporate presentation, 
wedding, performance, or fundraising gala, in any of the stunning spaces in the TELUS Centre. 

• FOR INFORMATION, please visit rcmusic.ca or email rentals@rcmusic.ca. 

EMERSON STRING QUARTETMAX RAABE MIDORI

bookyourevent!
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CELEBRATING STUDENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Royal Conservatory’s Glenn Gould School (GGS) is an internationally recognized centre for
professional training in music performance. The School provides a personalized environment, where
gifted young musicians are mentored by master artist teachers, all within a curriculum designed to
prepare them for successful professional careers. 

The year ahead will be an exciting one for GGS with the opening of The Michael and Sonja Koerner Hall. 
The Hall represents a tremendous stride forward for the School in its objective of offering internationally
competitive music training programs for Canadians.

2008-2009 not only marked the return to our newly revitalized home at The TELUS Centre for Performance 
and Learning but was also a year of many accomplishments for talented young musicians of The Glenn Gould
School. Here are just a few of the examples of some of these successes. 

glenn gould school
ALEXANDER SEREDENKO

ADAM ZINATELLI

WALLIS GIUNTA

YUNIOR LOPEZ

CASSANDRA
WARNER
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• ADAM ZINATELLI, Trumpet Student
Won the position of principal trumpet 
for the Calgary Symphony Orchestra. 

• WALLIS GIUNTA,
Mezzo Soprano Graduate 
Accepted into the Canadian Opera
Company Ensemble Studio and signed 
by Dean Artists Management.

• ALEXANDER SEREDENKO,
Piano Student 
Won the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
Volunteer Committee’s prestigious piano
competition and as a result will be playing
the Tchaikovsky Concerto with the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra in the 2009/2010
Season. In March 2008 Alexander
Seredenko became the first Canadian 
ever to receive the First Prize at the 
13th Hamamatsu International Piano
Academy Competition in Japan.

• CHANTALE NURSE,
Soprano Student
Won a position with the Montreal 
Opera Atelier. 

• CHARLES BENAROYA,
Trombone Student
Recently won a position as 
second trombone with the 
Quebec Symphony Orchestra. 

• CASSANDRA WARNER,
Soprano Student 
Cast in the role of First Priestess in 
Opera Atelier’s upcoming performance 
of Gluck’s Iphegenie en Tauride, which 
will be performed in the fall of 2009 
at the Elgin Theatre. 

• STEPHANIE LAVOIE,
Trumpet Student
Won the Principal Trumpet position with
the Niagara Symphony Orchestra

• YUNIOR LOPEZ, Viola Student
One of only two Canada-based musicians 
to be chosen to participate in the YouTube
Orchestra. Auditions for the YouTube
symphony orchestra were based on video
auditions from around the world.  

• SAMUEL DEASON, Piano Student
Won The Victor Feldbrill Prize, the 
TSO’s National Piano Competition 
for the best performance of a Canadian
work. Most recently, Samuel also won 
the Mary Winston Smail Piano award as
well as a scholarship to the Madeline
Island Music Camp at the 53rd annual
WAMSO (Minnesota Orchestra Volunteer
Association) Young Artist Competition. 

• FIND OUT MORE about how to support the talented students of the 
Glenn Gould School. Please contact Stephen Gilles, Director of Development 
at 416.408.2824 x327 or stephen.gilles@rcmusic.ca.



PLANNED GIVING

For those who care deeply about music and the arts – and music education in
particular – The Royal Conservatory offers a unique opportunity to you to leave 
a legacy that reflects your personal values and priorities. For most people, a 
bequest is the largest contribution that they will make in their lives, and for many 
it is a summing up of what life means to them. A gift to The Royal Conservatory 
is a legacy that will endure in perpetuity to support and inspire talented students
for generations to come. 

A Planned Gift is more than a financial investment. 
It is an expression of hopes and dreams. At some
point in our lives we all look more closely at the 
“big picture” and how we might help to make the
world a better place. There is a feeling of fulfillment
that comes from knowing we have done our best 
for the causes we care about.

The Royal Conservatory will honour those motives
and pledges to carry forth your wishes far into
the future. 

• FOR MORE INFORMATION please contact Brian Quinn, Development Officer 
at 416.408.2824 x457 or brian.quinn@rcmusic.ca.

The Royal Conservatory of Music is deeply appreciative for the

superb commitment and generosity of our funders and donors.

THANK YOU!

TYPES OF
PLANNED GIFTS

· Bequests
· Securities
· Life Insurance
· Charitable Gift  

Annuities

“To me the Conservatory means
inspired musical performances 
and gifted students, world-class
instructors, great composers brought
to life and lasting friendships. 
Let it be part of your life, as it 
is mine.”TOM LOGAN, Planned Giving Donor
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YOU
HELP US 
MAKE
MUSIC



Though it had been years since her last piano exam as a
Conservatory student, NANCY SELF became anxious when she
entered The Royal Conservatory on Bloor Street last November. 
Her visit was prompted by friends of Nancy and her husband Richard who
invited them to tour the new TELUS Centre for Performance and Learning
during a trip to Toronto. Nancy and Richard were awed by the new building
and the imaginative programs it nurtures.

Shortly after her visit, Nancy turned to the Conservatory for help in the
maintenance of her own prized Bechstein piano. In a cross-country move
from Vancouver to Toronto, humidity overtook the beautiful instrument 
and having had a brief introduction to Peter Simon, President of the
Conservatory, Nancy knew there was no better person to advise her about
how to restore its beauty. And thus began Nancy’s and Richard’s renewed
relationship with the Conservatory.

Since their first visit eight months ago, Nancy and Richard have hosted 
a reception in their home in Vancouver in honour of legendary pianist 
Leon Fleisher; and most recently the Selfs donated a new nine-foot
Hamburg Steinway to the Conservatory’s new performance venue, the
Michael and Sonja Koerner Hall.

This gift stemmed from Nancy’s and Richard’s passion for music, their
strong belief in arts education and the fact that the Conservatory touches
the lives of Canadians across the country.

Nancy and Richard are strong proponents of education and worry that 
the first programs to be cut in public schools are the arts. This is why 
they feel that the Conservatory’s work in educating hundreds of thousands 
of Canadians annually is so important. Also resonating with the couple 
is the national scope of the institution. Although the Conservatory is 
based in Toronto, it has over three million alumni across Canada and 
is one of the most influential arts organizations in the development of
Canadian culture. With their very generous gift, Nancy and Richard Self 
join the Conservatory’s donors across the country who value its vital
contribution to Canadian life.

MONTHLY GIVING

An easy way for you to make a meaningful difference
at The Royal Conservatory is through monthly gifts.
Gifts can be made automatically through your 
credit card or chequing account and will provide 
the Conservatory with a steady stream of funds
throughout the year as it works to become a world
leader in developing human potential. 

• TO BECOME A MONTHLY DONOR OR FOR MORE
INFORMATION, please contact Rebecca Green,
Senior Development Officer at 416.408.2824 x450 
or rebecca.green@rcmusic.ca.
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resonating generosity

“Buying a Koerner Hall Seat
dedication for my mother was
something that meant a lot to me.
I am grateful for the opportunity
to spread the contributions out
in easy to manage monthly
installments, and to see that at
the end of the year it ends up
being a nice sizeable donation; 
I feel very good about that
because I have made a valuable
contribution to an organization that
has such a positive impact on all the
lives it touches.”ZOË ALEXANDRA, Monthly Donor 
and Conservatory Staff Member
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A PIANO RECITAL IN THE CONSERVATORY THEATRE



THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY GRATEFULLY RECEIVES 
AND ACKNOWLEDGES GIFTS OF ANY SIZE

There are many ways to donate including by cash, cheque, credit card, 
listed securities, or by leaving a legacy through a bequest or other planned gift.
To make a gift or learn more about our work or programs, please contact us at:

THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY
TELUS Centre for Performance and Learning
273 Bloor Street West, Toronto, ON  M5S 1W2
Tel: 416.408.2824
Fax: 416.408.3096
Email: giving@rcmusic.ca
Web: www.rcmusic.ca

Charitable Business Number: 107935413 RR0001

how you can support 
The Royal Conservatory

The finest instrument 
is the mind.™

TRIBUTE GIVING

Honour a friend or family member through a tribute gift to The Royal Conservatory.
It can be made in memory of a loved one or in honour of a colleague. 
Whatever your reason, you can be happy in the knowledge that your gift is
bringing the joy of music to many.

GIFTS OF SECURITIES

Under new federal tax changes effective June 2006, you can donate appreciated
securities to The Royal Conservatory without paying any capital gains tax.
In addition, you receive a tax receipt for the full value of the shares. Previously,
donors paid capital gains tax on 25 per cent of the gain. While tax incentives are
not the only reason to give to charity, they are an important consideration.

VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.RCMUSIC.CA

• Sign up for our PREMIER LIST to stay in the loop
for news, concerts & classes!

• Sign up for the ELECTRONIC VERSION OF MOTIF
• Give in SUPPORT OF 

THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY
A French version of Motif can be found
on our website.

we’re online!
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